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NEW QUESTION: 1
A developer wrote the following code to programmatically update
the asset metadata.
When testing, the developer noticed that the asset metadata
never gets updated. What are two reasons for this error?
(Choose two)
A. The property value does not allow special characters.
B. The ValueMap needs to be converted to a writable ValueMap
C. The session was not saved after the asset was updated
D. The asset metadata already has the "dedescription" property
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie verwenden SAP S / 4HANA mit kontobasierter
Ergebnisrechnung. FÃ¼r welche Objekte kÃ¶nnen Sie die Ableitung
von Ergebnismerkmalen fÃ¼r Sachposten ohne Ergebnisobjekt
aktivieren?

A. Materialien.
B. FertigungsauftrÃ¤ge.
C. AnlagevermÃ¶gen.
D. Lieferanten.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the recommended way to determine the location point for
chest compressions?
A. find the centre of the chest (lower half of the sternum)
B. place two fingers at the point where the lower ribs meet,
then place your other hand next to that
Answer: A
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